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Abstract—Network Functions (NFs) are deployed in networks
for a variety of purposes, e.g. monitoring, security, or performance optimization. During packet processing, NF maintains the
states of processed packets and/or manipulates packets based on
these states. Some of these states are per-flow states while others
are multi-flow states. With the emerging of network function
virtualization (NFV), it is common to deploy an NF across
multiple middleboxes for high processing capability. In this case,
per-flow states can be maintained by each middlebox as its local
states. The multi-flow states are global states that are shared
among middleboxes.
We propose a network function framework, Coordinator
for Global States (CoGS), to scale a network function with
global states across distributed middleboxes. A coordinator is
adopted to manage global states for middleboxes. Meanwhile,
each middlebox is able to access the states and process packets
based on the global states. Our evaluation shows that the CoGS
coordinator can handle more than 1 million state operations per
second. With CoGS to manage the global states, the distributed
NF achieves nearly linear scalability with a dozen of middleboxes.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Network functions (NFs) play an important role in the Internet today. Passive NFs, such as Intrusion Detection System
(IDS) examine traffic for malicious activities. Other NFs, such
as Firewall, Network Address Translation (NAT), and Web
Proxy manipulate traffic by dropping packets, changing packet
headers or generating new packets. During packet processing,
NFs record the statistics or information about observed packets
or flows. They are the states of NFs.
With the emerging of network function virtualization
(NFV), more and more NFs are implemented as virtual network functions (VNFs) running at commodity hardware. One
of its selling points is the ease with which NFs can be scaled
across multiple commodity hardware. When an NF is only
deployed at a single commodity or specialized hardware, the
states are maintained by the middlebox locally. However, when
the traffic volume is beyond the processing capability of a
single middlebox, it is common to distribute an NF across
multiple middleboxes.
In order to deploy a single NF on multiple middleboxes,
the traffic is split across these middleboxes by flows. Each
middlebox processes a subset of flows. Therefore, the state at
each middlebox reflects the statistics and information of flows
that the middlebox processes. If an NF only requires per-flow
states for packet processing, the states can be managed by
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each middlebox locally. However, many NFs require multiflow states that are related to the packet processing of multiple
flows. For example, in a HTTP proxy server, cached objects
are multi-flow states. Multiple HTTP requests that belong to
different flows can request the identical cached object. In
the distributed middlebox environment, multi-flow states are
global states, since a multi-flow state is accessed by multiple
middleboxes.
When an NF with global states is distributed across multiple
middleboxes, it is essential to maintain consistent global states
and share them among the distributed middleboxes. A state
management mechanism is required to enable the distributed
middleboxes to access the global states with consistency. With
the increasing rate of the traffic that goes through an NF,
the state access rate increases as well. The state management
mechanism should be able to sustain the high rate so that the
processing capability of the distributed NF can scale to the
number of the middleboxes. In addition, the total volume of
the global states can be large. For example, a single HTTP
proxy server can cache GBs web objects. Therefore, the state
management mechanism should be able to support the global
states that need very large space.
In this paper, we propose a framework, CoGS, to enable
stateful NF deployment in a distributed environment. With
CoGS, an NF with global states can be distributed across
multiple middleboxes at different network locations. Each middlebox maintains per-flow states that are only needed by itself
as local states. CoGS provides a general state management
mechanism to maintain global states that are required by
multiple middleboxes during packet processing. Meanwhile,
CoGS enables the middlebox to access the global states and
process packets based on the global states.
We implement a prototype of the CoGS framework to
manage the global states for stateful NFs. It provides a set of
APIs for the distributed middleboxes to access the global states
during packet processing. Further, the framework supports
various types of global states, from the primitive types, such
as counter, to the complex types, such as set and map. We
modify several existing VNFs to adopt the CoGS as their
state management framework. We evaluate CoGS with these
stateful NFs. Our experiments show that the CoGS coordinator
supports more than 1 million state access operations per
second for an NF. Moreover, the performance of the distributed
NFs improves proportionally to the number of middleboxes
added.

Fig. 1. Centralized global states.

II. C O GS OVERVIEW
In the distributed environment, an NF is deployed across
multiple middleboxes which locate at different network locations. These middleboxes can be commodity hardware,
specialized hardware or even virtual machines (VMs). The
network traffic is split by flows and each middlebox processes
a subset of network flows. Per-flow states are the state indicating the status of a 5-tuple flow. They are only required by
the middlebox that processes the associated flows. Multi-flow
states are the state indicating the status of the multiple 5-tuple
flows. In the distributed middlebox environment, when an NF
is deployed across multiple middleboxes, multi-flow states are
needed by multiple middleboxes. In this case, multi-flow states
are global states. It is essential to guarantee the global states
consistent across all middleboxes.
The semantics of NFs determines how the global states are
accessed by multiple middleboxes. Flow-inspection network
function (FINF) sniffs network traffic and analyzes packets
for the network monitoring or intrusion detection. For FINF,
global states are updated during packet processing and checked
for malicious activities which trigger logging, alert or other
reactions. We refer to this pattern as update-check pattern.
Flow-manipulation network function (FMNF) inspects flows
and also manipulates them by dropping, modifying packets or
even generating new packets. Different state access patterns
indicate how the global state should be maintained. For
FMNF, global states are updated during packet processing.
Meanwhile, the global states are used to determine how to
manipulate packets at each middlebox. Namely, the middlebox
accesses the global states and modifies the packet based on the
result of the state accesses. We refer to this pattern as accessmodify pattern.
A. Architecture
We propose an NF framework, Coordinator for Global
States (CoGS), to scale NFs with global states which are
accessed by the aforementioned two patterns. The framework
consists of the coordinator which manages global states and
a number of middleboxes that adopt CoGS to manage their
global states. The coordinator and the middleboxes might
locate at different network locations. They are connected
through the network. The middleboxes communicate with the
coordinator for maintaining global states during their packet
processing.

Fig. 2. Distributed global states.

Global states can be organized into a state table which
includes “key-value” pairs as entries. The “key” is used to
identify a global state. The method to generate the key is
determined by the semantics of the NF, as long as the key
is unique. The “value” is the state needed by middleboxes
during packet processing.
The state table for global states can be maintained in the
coordinator. In this case, all global states will be retrieved from
the coordinator. We refer to such global states as centralized
global states. Alternatively, we can spread the state table
among middleboxes while the coordinator only records at
which middlebox a global state locates instead of the actual
state value. We refer to the global states that are spread out
among middleboxes as distributed global states. We typically
use a distributed global state when the global state is so large
that it is not possible to store all states in the coordinator only.
For example, in the case of proxy cache, a global state is a
cached object that can be as large as several megabytes.
Figure 1 depicts the architecture of the centralized global
state implementation. A centralized state table that contains
all global states is managed by the state manager at the
coordinator. All state operations are, in fact, executed by
the state manager. Each middlebox is able to retrieve or
update the global states through the state manager. Inside a
middlebox, the packet processor focuses on processing packets
and delegates the state proxy to perform all operations about
the global state. Since all global states locate at the coordinator, each middlebox uses its state proxy to communicate
with the state manager for all global state operations. In this
case, CoGS provides the sequential consistency for distributed
middleboxes. All accessing operations are performed at the
states as the ordering of the coordinator receiving them.
Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of the distributed global
state implementation. The state proxy maintains the state table
at middleboxes and executes state operations on it. Each state
table at a middlebox only contains a subset of global states.
The coordinator maintains a state reference table, in which an
entry records a locator for a global state. The locator indicates
the middlebox that maintains the global state. For example,
in Figure 2, GS1 locates at Middlebox2 and the coordinator
maintains the locator pointing to Middlebox2 for GS1 . In

TABLE I
C LASSES OF G LOBAL STATE .
Trigger State
Direct-retrieval State
Indirect-retrieval State

Management Type
Centralized
Centralized
Distributed

Access Pattern
Update-check
Access-modify
Access-modify

addition to the state manager, state proxies in middleboxes
also communicate with each other for global states.
Conceptually, the state table or the state reference table
locates at a centralized coordinator. The coordinator can also
be implemented by a cluster of servers. A hash function is
used to map each global state into a coordinator server. At the
meantime, the state proxies are able to use the hash function
to locate the coordinator server that maintains a global state
or the locator of the global state.

Fig. 3. Trigger State.

B. Classes of Global States
According to the access patterns and the property of the
state, we classify the global states into the following three
classes. Table I summarizes the state category by listing the
differences of these classes.
Trigger state. For global states that are accessed in the
update-check pattern, it is essential to summarize all state update operations from multiple middleboxes and perform them
on the global states with consistency across all middleboxes. It
is costly to maintain multiple replicas at different middleboxes,
since the update operations are frequently at middleboxes.
Therefore, this kind of global states are maintained in a
centralized fashion. Meanwhile, the global states are checked
for malicious activities by the coordinator instead of each middlebox, since checking a global state by multiple middleboxes
is redundant and incurring additional communication delays.
We refer to such global state as trigger state.
Direct-retrieval state. Global states that are accessed in
the access-modify pattern are able to be maintained in a
centralized fashion. Each middlebox retrieves them from the
coordinator for packet processing. We refer to such global state
as direct-retrieval state.
Indirect-retrieval state. Global states can be large for some
middleboxes, such as the proxy cache server. In this case, it
is not reasonable to maintain them in a centralized fashion.
Therefore, global states are distributed across middleboxes. To
retrieve a global state at another middlebox, a middlebox first
retrieves the locator of the global state from the coordinator.
According to the locator, the middlebox retrieves the global
state from another middlebox. We refer to these states as
indirect-retrieval states.
III. F RAMEWORK D ESIGN
This section describes in detail how CoGS manages three
kinds of global states for NFs.
A. Trigger State
Figure 3 illustrates the implementation of trigger states.
The state table of trigger states locates at the coordinator.

Fig. 4. Synchronous direct-retrieval state operation.

Middleboxes update trigger states through the state proxy
during packet processing. Inside the coordinator, the state
manager updates or creates trigger states according to the
state from middleboxes. If middleboxes upload an existing
trigger state, the coordinator updates the state. Otherwise, the
coordinator creates an entry in the state table for the new state.
An FINF middlebox accesses global states in two ways:
updating state and checking state. To enable them, the framework provides two mechanisms: accumulative state update and
centralized state check.
1) Accumulative State Update: During the packet processing of an FINF middlebox, the state is read by the middlebox
which computes the new state based on the old state and
the processed packet. Then, the new state is written to the
coordinator. It is essential to make the update operation atomic
and the global state consistent for all middleboxes. However,
this process needs two state transfers (coordinator to middlebox for retrieval and middlebox to coordinator for writing)
which incurs long latency. Moreover, during the process, state
updates from other middleboxes are blocked for consistency.
To avoid the long-latency operations, we adopt accumulative
state update. Its basic idea is that the state is updated at a
single place, the centralized state table at the coordinator.
The middlebox just tells the coordinator how to update the
state. In this case, the middlebox uploads the delta of the
global state and the associated update operation that should
be performed on the global state. The coordinator performs all
updates from middleboxes. Since, the coordinator sequentially
updates the state according delta state and update operation,

How does the state proxy execute a state operation,
synchronous or asynchronous?
• Does the state proxy cache the returned states?
1) Synchronous & Asynchronous State Operations: In synchronous state operations, a state operation is sent to the
coordinator through the state proxy. The packet processing
of the middlebox is blocked, until the state returns from the
coordinator. The delay could be pretty high (around 0.3ms
in the 1Gbps network environment) for many middleboxes
that require a high throughput, such as the NAT. In this case,
it slows down the middlebox throughput significantly, since
middleboxes do not process packets during the process of
the state operation. Asynchronous state operations are able
to allow the packet processor to process other packets without
blocking. However, asynchronous state operations might put
packets out of order. For example, if the processing of a packet
does not need a state operation, the packet can be processed
immediately without waiting for the state return. The NFs that
satisfy the condition are not uncommon. For example, in the
NAT case, every packet in a flow requires the same mapping
from one (IP, port) pair to another (IP, port) pair. In this case,
we provide two modes and the user can determine it based on
the semantics of the NF.
Figure 4 shows the synchronous state operation. When a
packet comes into the middlebox, the packet processor asks
the state proxy for state operations and waits for the state
return without doing other work. In the meantime, the state
proxy sends the message for the state retrieval or update to
the state manager and waits for the execution result of the
state operation. When the state operation is done by the state
manager, the state is returned to the packet processor through
the state proxy. Then, the packet is processed based on the state
and sent out. In this case, it is easy for an existing middlebox
to accommodate to the framework. The packet processor just
needs to replace the previous state operations with that the
state proxy provides.
Figure 5 illustrates the procedure of asynchronous state
operations. The state proxy maintains a packet buffer table.
Each packet that incurs state operation is buffered in the
table. Packets in the table are indexed by the keys of global
states. Then, when the state returns, the associated packet can
be retrieved from the table. When the packet processor uses
the asynchronous operation, the packet that leads to the state
operation and a callback function are provided to the state
proxy. The callback function is called with the packet and the
state as parameters when the state is returned. Thus, the packet
processor is divided into two parts: the processing function
before state operation and the processing function after state
operation.
2) Singleton & Replica Modes: During the packet processing of middleboxes, the state retrievals can be much more
frequent than the state updates. In this case, it is beneficial
to cache global states at middleboxes for reducing the remote
retrieval delay and the bandwidth consumption. It speeds up
the state retrieval procedure, since the replica of the indirectretrieval state enables the middlebox to get the state locally
•

Fig. 5. Asynchronous direct-retrieval state operation.

we get sequential consistency.
The assumption of the accumulative update is that the delta
update can be performed on global states properly. Generally,
the accumulative update of a trigger state can be represented
as the following formula:
S 0 = g(S, ∆S),

(1)

0

where S and S denote the original and result trigger states
respectively. The new trigger state is computed from its old
state and the delta state, ∆S from a middlebox. The update
function, g(), is determined by the type of the state value.
Note that, each type of state has multiple update functions.
For example, if the state is an integer, the update function can
be an addition or a subtraction. However, if the state is a set,
the update function can be insertion or removal.
2) Centralized State Check: In order to detect malicious
activities, states are checked for malicious activities. For a
specific NF, all middleboxes perform the check on the same
state. It is redundant to check the state multiple times at all
middleboxes. Also, accessing states from middleboxes incurs
communication delay. It is natural to move the state check
logic onto the coordinator, since trigger states locatee at the
coordinator. The criteria of detecting malicious activities are
determined by the semantics of NFs. It is desirable to allow
each NF to have customized state checker. A state checker
is implemented as a function with a predefined interface. It is
called by the state manager whenever a trigger state is updated.
B. Direct-Retrieval State
Direct-retrieval states are updated by multiple middleboxes.
Also, they are retrieved by multiple middleboxes to determine
their packet processing. The coordinator maintains all directretrieval states and performs the retrieval and update operations
on them. State update operation updates the direct-retrieval
state and returns the new state. State retrieval operation only
returns the state without changing it. The middlebox performs
state retrievals and state updates through the state proxy and
waits for the returned state for packet processing. The state
proxy in the middlebox communicates with the state manager
in the coordinator for state operations. Middleboxes need the
returned states of state operations. We investigate the two
design issues in this section:

Fig. 7. Local indirect-retrieval state operation.

Fig. 6. Create direct-retrieval state replica.

instead of remotely. We refer to this mode as replica mode,
since state replicas are created. A direct-retrieval state can
be a state with frequent updates. Keeping replicas may incur
more overhead, since the coordinator needs to keep all replicas
consistent. We refer to this mode that does not maintain state
replicas as singleton mode.
We propose both singleton and replica modes for directretrieval states. For the singleton mode, the procedure is the
same as what Figure 4 shows. For the replica mode, the
state proxy in each middlebox maintains a cache table that
stores the key-value pair of states. When the packet processor
retrieves a state, the state proxy checks the cache table first.
If it misses, the state proxy retrieves the state from the
coordinator. When the state returns, it is added into the cache
table for improving further retrievals. In order to record the
locations of all replicas, the coordinator maintains a set of
replicas locators for each state in a replica reference table.
Entries in the table are key-value pairs, where key is the key
of states and value is a set of replica locators. Each replica
locator refers to a middlebox that maintains a state replica.
One issue of multiple state replicas is how to make all
replicas consistent with the original state. More specifically,
when a state update occurs, how to make all middleboxes
retrieve the up-to-date state instead of its local stale replica.
For direct-retrieval states, only the state manager performs
state operations. Therefore, the state manager has the state
update information. In order to maintain the location of state
replicas, whenever a state is duplicated at a middlebox, it
notifies the coordinator.
Figure 6 shows the procedure of maintaining replica reference table. As Figure 6 shows, when a state proxy creates a
state replica locally, it sends a message to the state manager
for updating replica locator. The state manager adds the replica
locator into the replica reference table. Then when a state is
updated, the coordinator notifies middleboxes that have its
replicas to discard the replicas. After that, when a state is
needed, every middlebox retrieves the new value of the state
from the coordinator again.
C. Indirect-Retrieval State
When an NF has large global states in size, indirect-retrieval
states are used. In this case, the coordinator only maintains
a state reference table. Indirect-retrieval states are distributed
across multiple middleboxes. It is typical that an indirectretrieval state is retrieved and updated remotely instead of

Fig. 8. Remote indirect-retrieval state operation.

at the same middlebox at which the state is located. Asynchronous state operation for direct-retrieval states, which is
described in Section III-B1, can also be used for indirectretrieval states.
We also provide both singleton mode and replica mode for
indirect-retrieval state. The key difference is when a middlebox
retrieves a state from another middlebox whether it caches
the state. In Section III-C1, we describe the details of the
singleton mode for indirect-retrieval states. In Section III-C2,
we describe the details of the replica mode.
1) Singleton Mode: When a packet processing needs an
indirect-retrieval state, there are three cases: the state is in the
same middlebox that the packet is processed, the state is in
another middlebox, and the state has not been created in any
middlebox. In the following, we show what the framework
does for the state operations in these three cases.
When a middlebox retrieves or updates an indirect-retrieval
state, the state might be located at the middlebox. Figure 7
shows that the state operation is performed locally by the state
proxy. Otherwise, if the state proxy does not find the state
locally, the middlebox asks the coordinator about the locator
of the state. Figure 8 shows that with the locator the middlebox
retrieves or updates the indirect-retrieval state remotely. As
Figure 8 shows, the packet processor asks the state proxy to
access an indirect-retrieval state during packet processing. If
the state proxy does not maintain the state locally, it retrieves
the locator of the state from the state manager. Then, the state
proxy sends a message to the state proxy that has the state. The
target state proxy executes the state operation and returns the
state. If a packet processor requires a global state that has not
been created, the state reference table does not have an entry
for the state. Then, the state proxy creates the state locally
and insert an new entry into the state reference table at the

A. CoGS Coordinator

Fig. 9. Update indirect-retrieval state with replicas.

coordinator.
2) Replica Mode: In the replica mode of indirect-retrieval
states, a state proxy is able to retrieve a state from another
middlebox and caches it for future retrieval operations. Note
that, only the original state can be updated by the middlebox
that created it. It guarantees that for each global state, only
one middlebox is able to update it.
Replica mode of indirect-retrieval states also needs to
keep all replicas consistent with the original state. The state
manager is in charge of the consistency problem. It needs
to know where the state replicas are and when the state is
updated. Therefore, a replica reference table is maintained by
the coordinator to record the locations of the state replicas.
When a replica is created by a state proxy, it updates the
replica locator in the replica reference table, as Figure 6 shows.
For indirect-retrieval states, state operations are performed
at middleboxes. Whenever a middlebox updates an indirectretrieval state, the middlebox needs to inform the coordinator
for the update. Figure 9 shows that the coordinator notifies
middleboxes to discard state replicas when the state is updated
by a middlebox. In the replica mode, when a state proxy
updates its indirect-retrieval state locally, it sends a discard
replica message to the state manager. The key of the state is
contained in the message. The state manager checks the key
of the state in the replica reference table. If there is an entry in
the replica reference table, some middleboxes are holding the
replicas of the state. Thus, the state manager sends a discard
replica message to the state proxies of these middleboxes and
removes the entry. When a state proxy receives the discard
replica, it removes the state replica locally.
IV. F RAMEWORK I MPLEMENTATION
The framework implementation consists of two parts: the
coordinator which manages global states and the library of
middleboxes that process packets based on global states. The
coordinator is implemented as a centralized server that runs on
a commodity hardware. It can also be implemented in a cluster
as we mention in Section II-A. We leave it as the future work.
For the software-based middleboxes, the state proxy provides
APIs to the packet processor for state accessing.

1) State Configuration: The coordinator maintains global
states for middleboxes. The type of the global states are
configured in the coordinator, so that the framework knows
how to manage the global states. The state configuration
defines the class of global states: trigger state, direct-retrieval
state or indirect-retrieval state. For direct-retrieval and indirectretrieval states, the configuration also needs to indicate
whether singleton mode or replica mode is used.
2) Global State Implementation: The type of state value
depends on the semantics of NFs. CoGS enables the user to
implement a customized global state with its state operations.
The state operations are implemented as a set of functions with
interfaces that are defined by the framework. The state table is
abstracted as a data structure that supports the following three
state operations.
• Check (Key, Op)
• Update (Key, Op, State)
• Retrieve (Key, Op)
“Key” is the state key while “State” is the update state that
is generated during the packet processing. “Op” indicates the
operation identifier.
CoGS implements state tables for three primitive states:
integer, string and set. The state tables for other complex type
of states can be implemented by the user. User-implemented
state table is registered to the state manager at the coordinator
and the state proxy at each middlebox. With the predefined
interface, CoGS is able to operate global states for distributed
middleboxes.
B. State Proxy
Inside a middlebox, the packet processor is in charge
of processing packets while the state proxy performs state
updates and retrievals for the packet processor. The state proxy
provides APIs for updating or retrieving different kinds of
states. Thus, the packet processor is able to operate global
states, even if it does not know where the state locates.
In this section, we describe the APIs that are provided by
the state proxy in middleboxes. According to the type of
states, the state proxy performs associated interactions with
the state manager in the coordinator or the state proxies in
other middleboxes.
1) Trigger State APIs: The middlebox is able to update
trigger states through the “Update” API as the follows.
• Update (Key, Op, State)
In the parameter list, “Key” helps the state proxy to find
the specific entry of the global state. “Op” is the operation
identifier that will be performed on the global state. Based
on the operation identifier, the coordinator determines how
to update a trigger state. “State” is the operand of the state
update. Therefore, in the accumulative update method, “State”
is the delta value of partial state.
2) Direct-retrieval and Indirect-retrieval State APIs: Both
direct-retrieval and indirect-retrieval states need state updates
and state retrievals. In the view of a packet processor, it is not

TABLE II
N ETWORK F UNCTIONS TABLE
State Type
Trigger
Trigger
Trigger
Direct-retrieval
Indirect-retrieval

Flow Operation
Inspection
Inspection
Inspection
Manipulation
Manipulation

aware of whether the global state is direct-retrieval or indirectretrieval. The state proxy provides the same APIs for these two
global states.
The state proxy provides both synchronous and asynchronous state operations for accessing direct-retrieval and
indirect-retrieval states. With synchronous state operations,
the middlebox is able to update or retrieve the state in the
synchronous mode. Namely, when a state update or retrieval
is sent by a state proxy, the packet processor is blocked and
waits for the state return from the state proxy. If the target
state does not exist at the local state table, the blocking time
is considerable.
The following two APIs work for both direct-retrieval states
and indirect-retrieval states in synchronous mode.
• SynUp (Key, Op, State)
• SynRetrieve (Key, Op)
Asynchronous state operations also work for both directretrieval states and indirect-retrieval states. Asynchronous state
operation requires two more parameters in the APIs: “Callback” and “Packet”. “Packet” indicates the packet that incurs
the state operation. “Callback” indicates the callback function
that is called when state is returned. The returned state and
“Packet” are the parameters of the “Callback” function. The
two APIs for state updates and retrievals are provided as the
follows.
• AsynUp (Key, Op, State, Callback, Packet)
• AsynRetrieve (Key, Op, Callback, Packet)
V. E VALUATION
To evaluate CoGS, we implement several NFs in a distributed environment through adopting CoGS. We list the types
of the NFs and their global states in Table II.
Bro [1] is a network monitoring framework which monitors
the traffic based on customized policy scripts. Flow-inspection
network functions can be implemented by the Bro script
language. We implement three FINFs: DNS tunnel detection,
port scan detection and HTTP sidejacking detection to work
under CoGS. We implement a NAT cluster based on Click
Modular Router [2] with DPDK library for evaluating directretrieval states on the user-level Click. In the NAT case, the
mapping between the internal network (IP, port) pair and the
external network (IP, port) pair is the direct-retrieval state. The
coordinator maintains the state for multiple NAT instances.
Squid is a software proxy server which caches web objects
for clients. In a distributed environment, CoGS can make each
Squid instance know whether one of its peer has the object
that it wants.
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Fig. 10. Asynchronous state operation vs. Synchronous state operation with
singleton and replica modes in the NAT cluster.

We use three servers (hexad-core Intel Xeon 2.4 GHz, 32
GB, 6 ∗ 1 Gbps NICs, Linux kernel 3.16) which host multiple
VMs to deploy the testing middleboxes. We adopt VirtualBox
to build the VMs. The coordinator is deployed at another
physical machine (Intel Duo CPU 2.66 GHz, 4 GB, Linux
kernel 2.6) that is connected to these three servers through 1
Gbps Ethernet.
A. Design Choice
We adopt the NAT cluster to evaluate four combinations of
design choices: singleton mode with synchronous and asynchronous state operation and replica mode with synchronous
and asynchronous state operation. Iperf is adopted to test the
throughput of the NAT cluster with UDP and TCP streams.
Figure 10 shows that the throughput of the NAT in the
singleton mode with synchronous state operation is remarkably
slow. Because, in this case, every incoming packet leads to a
synchronous state operation at the coordinator. Comparing the
processing of a packet in the NAT, the communication between
the middlebox and the coordinator consumes much longer
time. In the singleton mode with asynchronous state operation,
the throughput increases significantly, since the NAT is able to
process packets without blocking. In the replica mode, each
flow only incurs one remote state operation. After that, the
global state is cached in the middlebox. Figure 10 shows that
the replica mode with asynchronous state operation gets the
best performance for both TCP and UDP streams. We measure
the round trip time (RTT) of packets that go through the
NAT with D-ITG. Table III shows that the RTT of packets at
different scenarios. Replica reduces the communication delay.
B. Throughput Scalability
We evaluate the scalability of the NFs that are listed in
Table II. Figure 11 shows the throughput of the NFs. To
evaluate FINFs, we adopt the network traffic trace that is
captured at the gateway of our lab network as the input. The
trace contains 1, 000, 000 packets with the average length 591
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Bytes. During the evaluation, these three NFs are deployed
in multiple VMs and the trace is replayed at the interfaces
of middleboxes. We measure the total throughput of these
NFs with different number of middleboxes. As shown in
Figure 11(a), the throughput increases linearly to the number
of middleboxes.
As Figure 11(b) shows, the throughput of NAT with CoGS
also increases linearly to the number of the middelboxes.
In the proxy cache case, the cached objects are the global
states. The conventional squid has a peer-to-peer communication for cached objects sharing. Without a coordinator, a
squid cluster member asks all the other members that whether
it caches the object. With the help of CoGS, a squid cluster
member just asks the coordinator for the cluster member that
caches the object and retrieves the object from the cluster
member without bothering all the other members. We deploy
the Squid cluster on the Amazon EC2 platform and measure
the sustainable throughput of the Squid cluster with Web
Polygraph. As Figure 11(c) shows, comparing to the squid
cluster without coordinator, the squid cluster with coordinator
has much better scalability. With 9 squid instances, CoGS
improves the total throughput of the squid cluster by 1.4 times.
C. Stress Test on the Coordinator
In a network, the coordinator manages millions of global
states in a state table for an NF. We simulate the state
proxies of different middleboxes to stress test the coordinator
at different scenarios. Figure 12(a) shows the throughput of the
coordinator when there is only one middlebox accessing global
states at the coordinator. As Figure 12(a) shows, the coordinator keeps a high processing speed, more than 100, 000 state

operations per second, with different number of global states.
We also measure the throughput of the coordinator when there
are multiple middleboxes accessing the states simultaneously.
We use two hexad-core servers to simulate multiple state
proxies and one hexad-core server as the coordinator. Each
state proxy updates and fetches global states alternatively with
its highest rate. Figure 12(b) shows that the throughput of the
coordinator can reach about 1.2 million operations per second.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
Some fundamental works are proposed to address the
consistency issue in a distributed system. Lamport’s Logical
Clocks [3] can totally order events in a distributed system
with happen-before relationship. Distributed Shared Memory
(DSM) [4] [5] [6] [7] provides a uniform address space that is
shared across multiple processes running at different servers.
The underlying DSM system performs the remote memory
access through network and guarantees a property consistency.
However, the DSM system is not aware of the global state
of an NF. Its management unit is a fixed length memory
address. For frequent state update operations, such as packet
counting for each host, false sharing incurs long latency for
state accessing and large bandwidth consumption for state
synchronization.
Previous work discusses mechanisms to manage middlebox
states for VNF migration. Split/Merge [8], OpenNF [9] and EState [10] enable the scale-in and scale-out of stateful middleboxes by managing states at different middleboxes. All these
work manage shared states for multiple middleboxes. OpenNF
provides APIs to transfer state between middleboxes for state
combination. But, it delegates the global state management to
the control plane application of the NF. For Split/Merge and
E-State, each middlebox maintains a partial view of a global
state. When a middlebox requests a global view of a state,
this middlebox explicitly collects all partial views of the state
from other middleboxes and merges them. In that case, the
read operations on the global state incur considerable overhead
due to the peer-to-peer network communication and the merge
operation on multiple partial state. However, CoGS maintains
the global view of a state at a single node, so that a read
operation does not incur much peer-to-peer communication.

There are many efforts to scale NFs. Bro NIDS [11] [12]
collects the global state by a special Bro process which
also triggers events for the whole cluster. A scalable carriergrade NAT [13] is implemented through splitting middlebox
states across multiple software middleboxes. In contrast, CoGS
provides a general global state management for middleboxes.
StatelessNF [14] divides states from middleboxes and maintains these states in a separate storage system. A highspeed network, such as InfiniBand, is required to connect
all middleboxes and the storage system for low-latency state
accessing. CoGS aims to enable distributing middleboxes and
does not exploit specific network technology that is adopt by
the coordinator and middleboxes. The coordinator of CoGS
does not only store middlebox states, but also performs check
and update operation for middleboxes.
SNAP [15] proposes a stateful programming model to
describe the packet processing in a network. It considers both
the packet steering and the middlebox state placement at the
same time. Packets are processed at the node that maintains
the required state along the forwarding path. The node that
maintains hot states will process much more packets. In
contrast, CoGS aims to allow the distributed packet processing
across multiple nodes, even though this processing requires the
same state.
VII. D ISCUSSION & C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we design and implement a global state coordination framework, CoGS. It maintains the global states for
the NFs that spread across multiple middleboxes. Middleboxes
are able to update global states during packet processing
and manipulate flows based on these global states. With
the framework, NFs with global states can be implemented
in the distributed environment without implementing their
own global state management function. CoGS enables the
middlebox to perform a state operation in an asynchronous
fashion. iddleboxes can process the subsequent packets when
a packet is waiting for the complete of a state operation. In
addition, CoGS provides a cache mechanism, the replica mode,
to speed up the state retrievals.
We implement the CoGS prototype that works with
software-based middleboxes only. The framework can work
with more broadly classes of middleboxes, such as FPGAbased middleboxes. The coordinator can also be implemented
in an FPGA board to extend its capability.
We use CoGS manages global states for distributed middleboxes that perform the same NF. It is desirable to manage
global states for different NFs in the network with a uniform
framework. With the shared states, middleboxes that perform
different NFs can work together.
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